# German 2022-23 Planned Schedule

## Fall 2022
- **GERMAN 1A**  Lower Fundamentals  RAFI, MOHAMMAD JAVAD
- **GERMAN 1A**  Lower Fundamentals  TBD ASSISTANT ADJUNCT
- **GERMAN 2A**  Lower Intermediate  PAN, DAVID TSE-CHIEN
- **GERMAN 150|102**  Upper Topics in 20th Century German Literature  EVERS, KAI
- **GERMAN 150|101**  Upper Gesicht: Faces in 19th century Europe  TBD ASSISTANT ADJUNCT

## Winter 2023
- **GERMAN 1B**  Lower Fundamentals  TBD ASSISTANT ADJUNCT
- **GERMAN 1B**  Lower Fundamentals  RAFI, MOHAMMAD JAVAD
- **GERMAN 1XX**  Upper TBD  RAFI, MOHAMMAD JAVAD
- **GERMAN 1XXW**  Lower  EVERS, KAI
- **GERMAN 2B**  Lower Intermediate  TBD ASSISTANT ADJUNCT
- **GERMAN 97**  Lower German for Reading  TBD ASSISTANT ADJUNCT

## Spring 2023
- **GERMAN 1C**  Lower Fundamentals  TBD ASSISTANT ADJUNCT
- **GERMAN 1C**  Lower Fundamentals  RAFI, MOHAMMAD JAVAD
- **GERMAN 1XX**  Upper TBD  RAFI, MOHAMMAD JAVAD
- **GERMAN 1XX**  Upper  TBD ASSISTANT ADJUNCT
- **GERMAN 2C**  Lower Intermediate  TBD ASSISTANT ADJUNCT